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Sulfated glycosaminoglycans (GAGs) such as heparan sulfate (HS) and chondroitin sulfate (CS) are very important macromolecules involved in homeostasis regulation of cell niches in numerous tissues. They are associated to core protein and constitute the superfamily of heparan sulfate proteoglycans (HSPGs) and CSPGs present on the cell surface and in the Extracellular Matrix (ECM). They are known to play fundamental roles on self-renew, clonogenicity, proliferation, differentiation, migration and survey of numerous cell types. Such functionality is linked to their ability to interact with heparin binding proteins (HBPs), including growth factors, cytokines and chemokines. Interactions of sulfated GAGs with HBPs ensure the link to their high affinity receptors and then participate to crucial cell signaling pathways. The specificity of these interactions is linked to precise sulfation pattern of the disaccharides that constitute GAGs. According to the tools of our glycomic platforms we are able to purify and characterize GAGs species, as well as their chemical signature and functionality on HBP and cells. Since many years, our team demonstrated that GAGs structural modifications are involved in regulation of physiological processes during aging and in regulation of pathological ones, such as vascular remodeling and inflammation, during degenerative diseases. The characterization of these glycanic targets permit also to propose innovative therapeutic strategies based on the use of matrix products to optimize current limiting steps of therapeutic uses of stem cells: Mobilization for purification, clonogenicity for amplification and survey for engraftment in basically deleterious degenerative context. We propose to illustrate such strategies by examples of our results in brain, vascular and osteo-articular systems.
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